
HOW TO WRITE A FUGUE POEM

Fugue Poems - Popular examples of all types of fugue poetry to share and read. View a list of poems for FUGUE by
modern poets.

Learning to play the piano as a kid, I was not especially fond of Bach. As Paul grew, his landscape started to
change, not just the landscape that forms as a boy becomes a man, but all around him, the world was changing
and not for the better. Read Next. By far the most famous composer to use the fugue is J. The structure of the
poem has been said to reflect that of a musical fugue [8] in that phrases are repeated and recombined,
comparably to the musical genre. To others, it offered a way of creating symmetry and contrast, a formal
corollary to the lyricism of their prose. Likewise, the simultaneity characteristic of counterpoint is impossible
to replicate in prose. I wanted the figure of the Piano Man to shadow the narrative as a reminder of the losses
and transformations that border crossings bring. Third section lines 20â€”26 [ edit ] Again the images are
counterpointed and extended. Counterpoint, to him, represented more than a compositional technique: it
marked the supreme expression of both cosmic order and the ineffable divine. He was born Paul Antschel to a
Jewish family in the early twentieth century. It offered a supple metaphor for the ways our lives may
intertwine with others but remain so difficult to connect. Instead, he splices together snippets of language that
only have a slight connection to one another. Just think of all those "big names" of music: Wagner, Beethoven,
Mozart, Strauss, etc. Bach, who lived in the seventeenth century and wrote The Art of the Fugue, a collection
of incredibly complicated and beautiful fugues. Written in the early s the exact date is unknown , "ER"
includes lines about "Gretchen's golden hair", "digging graves in the air", "playing with snakes", and "Death,
the German Master", all of which concepts occur in "Todesfuge". It has since appeared in numerous
anthologies and translations. But Celan takes this classy, cultured tradition and uses it in a poem about death
and concentration camps. Still Paul translated Shakespearian sonnets and wrote poetry amidst the social
maelstrom that was unfolding all around him. Novels that take a musical form demand a lot of readers, who
must make connections among multiple storylines, nonsequential time frames, shifting points of view and
narrative voices, and a greater complexity of repetition, rhythm, and other kinds of patterns than is found in
more conventional, plot-driven texts. To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Kristallnacht in , "Death
Fugue" was read aloud in the Bundestag " the German Parliament.


